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EDITORIAL

On looking back from the dizzy heights of the sixth form, my time at
this school seems comparatively short beside the fifty years the building
itself has withstood since it was founded in 1912 by Alderman Wood.
Naturally this event warrants a special edition of the magazine and our
thanks go to Judith Jefferson for our well-designed cover as well as to
the former pupils and teachers who have contributed to make this
magazine a memorable one.
I think we tend to take for granted the amenities available to us now.
Our predecessors were denied the luxuries of an Assembly Hall, Gymnasium and Biology laboratory since the school was first intended for
ordinary secondary education. With its change in status the outward
appearance of the school has changed also. So has that of the pupils! The
modern schoolgirl would recoil in horror at the prospect of gymslip and
thick dark-coloured stockings. Even so, the more progressive (?) amongst
us insist on man-sized sweaters and bee-hive hair-dos.
The school has seen numerous changes in staff and this year has
added to its quota. At Easter we lost Mrs. Robertson, Miss Simpson,
Miss Heslop and later Mrs. Baxter and Mr. Westwater. Also Mrs. Hardy
and Miss Dixon left after holding temporary posts for a short while. We
have been joined at various intervals by Miss Howles, Mr. Hewit, Mr.
McArdle, Mr. Robson, Mr. Watson and Mr. Percival. We also welcome
back Mr. Geddes after a year's absence.
The past year has been successful both in scholastic achievement and
in out of school activities. Of these various activities mention might be
made of the three fourth form girls who visited Czechoslovakia and of
a large party of senior pupils who invaded Holland and Belgium accompanied by a few braver members of staff. I am pleased to report that their
disrupting efforts did not affect the Brussels negotiations.
More seriously, congratulations must
Eleanor Arnold and Keith Heron, who
Scholarship. Since this is the last year in
available it seems fitting to end on this note

be offered to William Tyers,
were each awarded a State
which these Scholarships are
of achievement.

KATHLEEN ROWE (Upper 6th).
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'Past Students' Association
The Annual Reunion will again take the form of

A Jubilee Di11,1ie1• Dance
to be he:d in the
Masonic Hall, Stanley

on
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 28th, 1962.

Assemble at 7 p.m. for Dinner at 7.30 p.m.
Dancing until 12 midnight
to the music of
Joe Collins and His Band.
Late Transport will be available

Tickets 11/6 each
may be obtained from Westwater's shops and from
Dr. Sharp, Grammar School, Stanley.
ADMITTANCE BY TICKET ONLY.

Cash with Order and Please get your Ticket early
and not later than Thursday, December 27th.
Friends of Past Students will be welcome.

Extract from the Prospectus of Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary School
and Pupil Teacher Centre.
OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL

The primary object of this school is to provide education, between the
ages of 12 and 15 years, for children who, having previously attended an
ordinary elementary school, give sufficient promise of being able to take
up an extended curriculum of such a character as is here provided, and
whose parents intend them to remain until they are at least 15 years of
age. The previous education of the pupils will be continued and widened
and a practical training in special subjects added.
The education given is indeed intended to afford, in an essentially
practical manner, an intelligent preparation for the duties which will be
undertaken when the day-school days are over.
3
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The Staff in 1912
Front Row-Miss Clough, Miss· Lumsden, Miss Feather, Miss Lawrence, Mr. Hardy, Miss Nicol, Miss Graham,
Miss D. Clough.
2nd Row-Mr. Ingram, Mr. Fitton, Mr. Grayshan, Mr. Crabb, Mr. Gunns, Mr. Kaye, Mr. Crowther, Mr. Pritchard.
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EARLY DAYS AT TANFIELD
Stanley Grammar School will soon be celebrating its fiftieth birthday
and as one of the teachers appointed in 1912 I have been asked to write
something about the school for the 1962 issue of the school magazine.
Many changes have taken place in the years but what the School
has gained in prestige and in dimensions it has lost in nonmenclature for
its original name was Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary School and Pupil
Teacher Centre-a name locally abbreviated to Tanfield, as it is still
called by many past students. After a probationary period as a higher
elementary school it rose in status. and was named Alderman Wood
Secondary School-a name later changed to Stanley Grammar School.
I shall confine what I have to say to the elementary period to give some
idea of the changes that have taken place in the school's evolution from
elementary to secondary status.
I cannot give exact figures, but I think about 200 pupils aged from
12 to 13 years were admitted as 1st and 2nd year students in 1912.
Groups of older pupils with their three teachers were transferred to the
new school from the old pupil teacher centre at Tanfield Lea, but the
two sections never really interrnixed. The junior pupils were drawn from
a wide area and those from Pelton, Beamish, Annfield and Leadgate
travelled to Shield Row Station by train. Pupils from other areas either
cycled to school or came on Shanks's mare for they were not mollycoddled
in those days and brought to school gate by bus as pupils are now. The
teachers appointed in 1912 were recruited from universities as far apart
as London and Aberdeen and as the school was supposed to open at the
beginning of the autumn terrn we were appointed as from the first of
September and were asked to report at school for a preliminary meeting
with Mr. Hardy, the headmaster, before the opening date. We arrived to
find a state of chaos, for the building had subsided owing to pitfalls and
workmen were still busy repairing the damage inside the school and we
had to clamber over rubble to gain admittance to the building. Of course
the opening date was postponed for several weeks and the tedium of that
period was somewhat relieved by occasional staff meetings at Mr. Hardy's
house, which became a home from home to those of us who were
strangers in a strange land. Mr. Hardy had been on duty from the
beginning of the year and had been responsible for ordering stock and
equipment and for drawing up a temporary syllabus for each subject so
that when the school did open in October work could start at once.
As the school was higher elementary there was less specialisation than
there was when the school became secondary. I was put in charge of
Forrn IB and besides having the whole class for registration, Scripture,
English and French, I had to take the girls for P .T. with the result that
we got to know each other's idiosyncrasies but I have very happy
memories of my pleasant association with my first forrn at school, many
of whom now hold responsible posts in the county. In fact one has been
a school inspector for many years.
7

As its name implies our school with two others in the county was built
for the specific purpose of providing teachers to staff the many elementary
schools in the county. It was once described to me as a factory for the
production of teachers and I think we had every reason to be proud of
the material our factory produced.
Whilst the majority of those who decided to be teachers were content
to qualify for entry to a training college a few of the more ambitious
aimed to gain entrance to a university. But a pass in Latin was necessary
for those who wished to take an arts degree and naturally Latin was not
taught in an elementary school. However, when four girls consulted Mr.
Hardy about the possibility of taking an arts degree he allowed me to
take them for Latin for two periods a week. I may say those girls were
a joy to teach for they worked like Trojans, came to me for further
tuition in Latin during part of the lunch hour break and we even had
Latin sessions at one or other of their houses on Saturday mornings. And
they realised their ambition for three of them were admitted to Durham
University and in due time were awarded a B.A. degree. I think it must
be true that stolen fruits are sweetest because when Latin became a
recognised subject on the time-table there was less enthusiasm for the
subject.
In those early days the school building had no annexes. The present
well-stocked library and the geography room were then dining-halls and
school meals were cooked in miniature kitchens adjoining these under
the supervision of the cookery teacher Miss Lumsden. A cooked meal
was served in one room and tea or cocoa in the other, for many people
brought a packed lunch to school. When the school numbers increased
tables were laid along the top corridor so that after the mid-day break
the pupils carried on their work to the distracting accompaniment of the
clatter of crockery and cutlery and the smell of cooking. The pupils on
the ground floor had their distractions too, for the central hall was also
the gymnasium and a P.T. lesson cannot possibly be a silent one.
Nevertheless, despite the handicaps, the school made steady progress
under the able ,administration of the headmaster who tempered firmness
with tact in the management of the so-called factory. He did not suffer
slackness gladly from either pupils or staff and expected work to start on
the first day of term and to continue to the last day. He had an uncanny
knack of spotting the slightest weakness in the machinery and saw that
the weakness was remedied. He lived up to the school's motto and put
first things first and with him the welfare of the school was invariably the
first consideration. Hence he was respected and loved by the majority
of the pupils, for like Goldsmith's village schoolmaster he was kind and
if he was severe in aught the love he had for learning and for the school
was at fault. His generous gift of a playing field showed in some measure
his love for the school and his interest in its welfare-an interest which
persisted to the end of his life.
8
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In those early days he laid the solid foundation to which nnder him
and his successors as headmasters the school despite its humble origirl
owes the high reputation it now enjoys among longer established
Grammar Schools in the county. Long may it enjoy that reputation and
a
go from strength to strength.
!

In conclusion I should like to associate myself with the governors as
well as the present and past pupils and teachers of the school in which
I made so many lasting friendships in wishing it a very happy golder)
anniversary.
·
A. A. NICOL, 1912-1951.
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HOW STANLEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL BEGAN
J
The School at first was named the Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary,
and Pupil Teacher Centre. The first members of the staff came from ,l
wide area, and although young, had very varied teaching experienc~
The Head Master, Mr. J. B. Hardy, was a Derbyshire man and came
from a school in South Wales, Miss Lawrence from Sutton Coldfield,
Miss Nicol from Aberdeen, Miss Lumsden from Tyneside, Mr. L.
Grayshan, a Lancashire man, from a school in Clay Cross, Mr. H. Gunns
of King's Lynn, from a school in Cheshire, and I, a Durham man from
a school in Dalbeattie. In addition there was the staff of the old P .T.
Centre of Tanfield Lea, Mr. Stringer, Mr. Crabb and Miss Clough. So
we were a very mixed lot with a variety of habits, opinions, and
experience, but we were a happy team and the school became happy in
consequence.

~

1

When the staff arrived in Stanley we found that there was som~
delay in the opening date. and we spent the first few weeks partly il,l
fitting out the Science laboratories and Domestic rooms and classroom~
etc., ready for the reception of the first pupils. In addition we had daily
conferences on our future plans and methods. We. found that the schoo,1
was one of three in the County which were to be under the supervision of
the well remembered Sir Arthur Dawson and was to be conducted as a
Secondary School (or Grammar School as it is now known), but was
not to be administered by the then separate Secondary County Depart·
ment. It was obvious that the Board of Education was not quite happy on
this type of school, as it did not fit into the National pattern of either
l
Elementary or Secondary Departments then in vogue.

.

When the school finally opened there were only first and second year
pupils in the main school, together with two classes of pupil teachers i~
their last years. These P.T. classes were conducted as a separate section
until they passed out-about two years later. In the meantime the school
was increasing in numbers with the appointment of new masters and
mistresses. Miss Lawrence left for a new post and Miss Nicol succeeded
as senior mistress and I became senior master and later deputy Head>
master.
,
,_9

Then came the War years, when several of the staff and old pupils
left for War Service; but the school went on with its fine work. At first
and for many years many of its best pupils chose teaching as their
future career in both Secondary and Elementary schools, so that the
school is well represented not only in the County, but in many other
parts of the Country.

Mr. Hardy, our well beloved Headmaster, gave us many shocks in the
early days when we first met in our daily conferences. The first wasNo corporal punishment. Many of us thought it would never work, but
it DID. His quiet manner, his slow deliberate speech and his infinite
patience with staff and pupils alike made a great impression. His ideas
were sound, but he was always ready to listen and give consideration
to our views. He trusted us, and we repaid his trust. He was definitely
the man for such an experiment. No Inspector could move him from
his considered ideas, yet he never quarrelled and soon they began to have
a very high regard for him, and we as a Staff loyally supported him.
J. INGRAM,
Retired Headma!!ter of Wellfield Grammar School.

Mr. Ingram also recounts the following story
An example of Mr. Hardy's dealings with H.M.I.'s will ever be in my
memory. An inspector in the early days of the School came to inspect
the teaching of Latin. Evidently the H.M.I. could not understand why
Latin should be taught in a school which was not an official Secondary
School, and so he made a careful inspection of that subject. I heard his
report to the Head Master viz. "The Latin teaching was very satisfactory,
but the mistress took very little pains to teach correctly 'long and short
vowels'." Mr. Hardy listened and replied, "In that case there is only one
thing to be done. She must be executed: she is not fit to live". There was
a long pause and then the H.M.I. laughed and said, "All right, carry on
with the work as it is".
REMINISCENCES, OF TIIE OLD SCHOOL
We were a small, and in the main happy community in the Pupil
Teacher Centre conducted in the Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary School,
now the Tanfield Jun,ior Mixed School. The Staff was Mr. Stringer
(Head), Mr. Crabb and Miss Clough, and the pupils all registered as
Teachers in training. After one year's attendance, one registered as a
Pupil Teacher, took a qualifying examination at the end of the second
year, and then served in a school for a year prior to proceeding to a
Training College.
There were no elaborate laboratories, gymnasiums, playing fields, or
amenities, and few books for background reading, but one was expected
to work: from the Centre came many excellent teachers. One still has
vivid memories of the staff after over forty years in the wider world.
10
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Miss Clough, affectionately known at "Granny", was a strict hut kindly
disciplinarian. She travelled daily from Tyneside to Shield Row Station.
There were few tra-ins, and if she missed her evenng train she would stay
on the premises and mark books. Usually, she had company, for poor
work in French meant detention and extra tuition. She expected results
from her work. Behind her serious and often stern face was a most
sensitive and lovable character. Mathematics were taught by Mr. Crabb,
whose piercing eyes seemed to penetrate one's mind. He used the first
finger of each hand when questioning. They would dart out and point
to the pupils from whom he wanted answers; now to the right, then the
left. One had to be alert, for he expected an unbroken chain of correct
answers. Home work had to be up-to-date in our books and minds. Mr.
Stringer completed the trio of a most competent team of teachers. He
had a habit of side stepping from the theme of the lesson: his impromptu
discussions were very enjoyable, but increased the amount of homework.
We watched the growth of a new building, drains, foundations, brick
by brick, but there were unexpected delays; at last Alderman Wo11d
Secondary School, now known as Stanley Grammar School was ready.
How would the opening of the new building affect us? Dame Rumour's
tongue was very active: we would not attend the new school; Mr. Stcinger
would be the new Head Teacher: we would be transferred but retain
our entity; or the P.T. Centre would cease to function and the staff would
be given new appointments.
Mr. Ben Hardy, a stranger, was appointed. Our sympathy was with
our Staff and Mr. Stringer in particular: for the second time Dame
Rumour had a busy time.
It was with some curiosity and some apprehension that we reported

on the opening day, after a busy time in transferring some of our equipment. We heard that we would continue as a separate department, but
would be absorbed gradually into the larger school.
Naturally, there were minor flares of opposition to the new rules and
staff. Mr. Stringer and Mr. Crabb left to take up new appointments,
and then Mr. Hardy and the new staff began to put on the pressure.
The advantages of the new equipment, the larger number of specialist
teachers became apparent and we became members of a new community,
and proud of our new School.
It was not until one had a post of responsibility that one appreciated
the difficulties faced by Mr. Hardy and Mr. Stringer, and how the skill,
tact, and personality of Mr. Hardy steered the school through these
ruffled early days, and how Mr. Hardy's quiet but firm manner gained
our confidence and respect.
One advantage was realised very quickly; there were more boys from
whom to select football and cricket teams, but being a member of the
11

~chool team was a mixed pleasure. Wet or fine, snow. or frost, we had
to walk to most of our. engagements: from South Moor we walked to
Consett, Chester-le-Street, to Shield Row Station for the matches in Newoastle, and Rowlands Gill Station to get a train for matches on Tyneside.
There were no "butterfly" players in those days.
l

, War on Germany was declared, and our future was uncertain. At the
end of our course, we travelled daily to Newcastle to sit the Oxford
:i;:xamination. I remember the day during that week when a well meaning
but misguided female attempted to put a white feather in my coat lapel
,;!though I was much under age.
: After the examination, we were due to attend selected schools for
Teaching Practice and ~ere paid a few pence a day, but the Authorities
c;lecided to curtail the P.T. year, and we were allowed to enter college
or teach as Uncertified Teachers until such time as the forces deemed
our services necessary.
I

Thus we were scattered, and it was not until the war ended that we
were able to meet again, but our numbers were depleted .

.'

.

Later in life, I was very fortunate in being posted as Head Teacher
(j)f Dipton (Collierley J.M. School) where I renewed acquaintance with
Qeorge Lowen (retired H.T. of Dipton Collierley S.M. School), Harry
Croudace (County Inspector of Schools) and the late Joe Temperley
(H.T. East Stanley School) with whom one often became reminiscent
of the transitional period of new and old schools.
1

LANCE POPE,

Retired Head Teacher of Collierley J.M. School.

HAPPY DAYS AND HAPPY MEMORIES
It is always a very special privilege to be concerned in the start of a
new venture. I enjoyed this as one of the first batch of pupils to enter
the school when it opened in 1912; and can therefore look bade over the
fifty years arid see the rriany ·changes there have been in"'staff, pupils,
~ccommodation and even· in the name of the school.
· We started with a very long name-Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary
School and Pupil Teacher Centre and somehow all this information was
c;ondensed in our school badge. The Pupil Teacher Centre had previously
been located in part of the building of the present Tan field Lea Junior
$chool. Incorporation of this Centre in the new school provided us with
spme senior pupils from the start, and accounts for the "Tanfield Lea"
in the school name; this is really a misnomer because the building is
actually situated on the Stanley side of the boundary line marked by
the Houghwell Burn. To former pupils of that period the old name dies
hard and to many the school has always been simply "Tanfield".
12
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Forms 1 and 2 were filled with new entrants from elementary schools
in the area and to those of us who were selected the opening of the
school was a wonderful opportunity, as before this very few free selective
places had been available. Most grammar school entrants at that time
were fee payers but all places in the new school were free. This was a
significant development and one which was later extended to all county
grammar schools.
When we sang the school song of those days-Forty Years On-I
little thought that I would be writing about the school fifty years on. To
quote the song I have been looking back and forgetfully wondering
about many things, though strangely I can still recapture the awe I felt
on my first conducted tour of the building. It was certainly a thrill for
me and represented a very great advance in school accommodation.
My staff memories are not really of great interest except to the oldest
of the old pupils apart from the general statement that I think we had a
team that got the school off to a splendid start. Respect for our first
head teacher, Mr. Hardy, grows with the years and also for Miss Nicol,
my first Form teacher, who will be known to almost all the pupils who
have passed through the school. I often have the pleasure of reminiscing
with past-students and recall with pleasure my meetings with Jim
Waggott and Walter Richardson whose gifts of memory, mimicry and
impressionism could bridge the years and bring back those happy days.
What changes fifty years have seen in school travelling arrangements!
When the school opened there was no public road transport system and
almost all of us walked to school. At a later stage pupils living more
than three miles away were transported free but in the case of my own
village this was a very doubtful blessing since it was by horse-drawn
open wagonette-a tempting target for resentful non-riders, especially
in snowy conditions.

From the very early days there was trouble with subsidence and I well
remember the bits of adhesive tape placed over the cracks obviously for
the purpose of recording further movement but facetiously described by
the wags as k,eping the school together.

I

Happy days and happy memories! I am sure I represent all my contemporaries in expressing thanks to the school and also in giving
assurance of our good wishes and interest for the future.

H. CROUDACE,
Durham County Council Inspector of Schools.
MEMORIES OF 1912

There are lots of us still alive and kicking who attended the opening of
the Tanfield Lea Higher Elementary School when it opened in 1912. No
buses in those days and the Annfield Plain and Dipton scholars usually
)3

walked via Harperley and the Black Road to Tanfield Lea. Up early and
off to school at 7.45 a.m. and dawdling home up to 5 p.m. The seniors
were the students transferred from the Pupil Teacher Training Centre at
Tanfield Lea School and the names I recall are now retired Schoolmasters.
Memories of the original staff are vague but J. B. Hardy stands out
as the respected Headmaster. Messrs. Stringer, Crabb, Ingram, Gunns,
Grayshan and Misses Lawrence, Nicol and Lumsden are a few I can
recall. I remember larking on the Black Road with the future Chief
Constable of Manchester (Joe "Cloche" Bell of Dipton) and I reminisced
with him when he attended Speech Day a few years ago. A lasting
memory for me was the Morning and Evening Assembly and
"Awake my soul and with the sun,
Thy daily stage of duty run,
Shake off dull sloth and early rise,
To pay thy morning sacrifice."
is my most constant nostalgic memory.

J. RICHARDSON.

Like my husband, I was at Stanley Grammar School in the early days
1913-1918. Memories of walking by Harperley in deep snow or summer
heat. Shortly after the school opened, it began to slip downhill (literally)
and in our young ignorance we wondered why attempts were made to
keep the cracks together with small sticky labels, duly dated.
We began the first School Magazine in 1917 with myself as Editor.
Owing to wartime restrictions we printed it ourselves on a cyclostyle,
going down on Saturday mornings to do the work. Mr. Kaye looked in
on us one Saturday and sat down on the black, sticky cyclostyle pad in
his new light coloured winter coat. None of us dared tell him!
Our year produced a crop of Headmasters-George Wheldon, Ralph
Daglish, Harry Croudace (Inspector of Schools), and Walton Richardson. George Nicholson went to Africa and taught alongside Mr.
Sutherland.
D. RICHARDSON (nee Laws).
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Fron/ Roll'-Mr. Elliot, Mr. Livesey.

2nd Row-Mr. Seed, Mrs. Pritchard, Miss Arklcss, Miss Hakin, Miss Smith, Mrs. Pearson, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Dobbs.
3rd Row-Mr. Scott, Miss Jeffery, Miss Nicol, Miss Miller, Miss Mortimer, Miss Lumsden, Mr. Fewslcr, Mr. Carr.
4th Row-Mr. Wcstgarth, Mr. Binks, Mr. Gee, Mr. Foster, Miss Allison, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Radcliffe.

1939-1944
My twenty years covered those of the depression (1932-37) and the war
(1939-44) poverty and horror. Yet looking back I remember mainly the
happier occasions. Coming from a large Boys' School I found A.W.S.S.
a happy family of boys and girls. My fears of the terrific job that lay
ahead rapidly faded. Mr. Hardy had left behind a grand tradition and a
staff kindly disposed to the straightened circumstances of so many of
the pupils. Everything was contrived so that all could join in. Old
Scholars' Reunions were a social event but the admission price must be
kept low. To achieve this most of the cooking was done by senior
members of the women's staff. The scotch drop-scones will be
remembered by many readers, I'm sure. The staff was of long standing,
proud of the tradition they had themselves made. Every year we
bemoaned the poor quality of the newcomers; all agreed we had scraped
the barrel, yet at each Speech Day results were better than last year-a
teacher's eternal miracle-and my last year we had a record of State
Scholarships.
There were real sorrows. Pupils staying on at school until nearly 21
in the vain hope they might be accepted at a Training College. The far
too many premature withdrawals owing to poverty at home, with many
a promising boy starting on his life's work on the Belts. Also I remember
a few real horrors, when the school might have been set on fire, when
two boys nearly fell through a ceiling. But now, ten years retired, I
dwell on the pleasures of my years as Headmaster. The really wonderful
productions of Gilbert and Sullivan Operas with the climax of Ruddigore.
a memorable occasion. The Paris visits arranged and guided by a faithful
member of the staff. I went as a help one year, had a wonderful time and
came back quite exhausted. An inspired music master who brightened up
the whole school with his genius as a teacher. What a sorrow it was when
he left! The Chess Club for which I was responsible. I became a good
player and as a result had a stimulating hobby for years after I left. This
year I have had the bitter-sweet experience of being beaten by my
grandson aged 13 !
And lastly, and who could ask for more, on retirement I was presented
with a silver tray with the ·inscription "Presented to William Carr by
Pupils, Past Students and Staff as a token of their esteem and affection".
Could a Headmaster after twenty years in such an exposed position ask
for more?

On leaving school a teacher is soon forgotten and I had after two years
had passed the entertainment of hearing a little S.G.S. girl explain to her
companion as we passed, "That fellow used to teach at our school".
I have been thankful to Dr. Sharp for his kindness in keeping me in
touch with school activities and now as you start on a second fifty years
wish him and you all success and happiness.
It is the fashion to move up in the world nowadays and perhaps in
this coming period you may become Stanley College! In any case please
remember-FIRST THINGS FIRST.
WM. CARR.
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MESSAGE FROM PARIS

The second week in September over here in Paris meant the 'rentree'
for what looks like millions of children when the schools are going in and
out. Another new term of a new year and all over the streets of Paris
you see them-tiny boys and girls in smart new pinafores carrying
enormous brief cases and looking very, very important. Lycee or
Grammar School children without the coloured 'tabliers' of the five year
olds, but still with the huge bags, fill the metros and buses, talk in loud
voices about their 'chimie' and 'geo' and that awful 'anglais' and about
the piles of homework they have been given. Just because they all
manage to speak French so well and so fast and use such long words,
at first you think they are very intelligent and hard-working and you look
at them in awe-hut in time you realise they are just as we were on the
whole in our English schools.

(

.

All the same, you still have the idea that your schooldays were special
ones and that they don't laugh so much now. Stanley Grammar School
cannot possibly be so wonderful a place as I think of it, looking back
all those years (not fifty quite-but too many). You always tend to
remember only the pleasant side of things looking back (everyone had
wonderful summers when they were young-hot all the time) but there
was certainly a happy friendly atmosphere at my old school and I have
talked about it to all sorts of people-many French. They must have been
left with the idea that we did no work but just laughed all the time and
played hockey or chattered with the teachers all day long about anything
but lessons. All French people think English schools are rather like
that anyway, so why disillusion them? Sometimes I get indignant and say
we did work too-and we must have done, because I must have learned
some French grammar somewhere and remembered too-and I know
we did Chemistry if I have forgotten it all! When you like a place you
do remember so many things you did in it-even some lessons!
T remember so well my teachers. Miss Mortimer and her Scottish
theorems, Mr. Binks and the Picasso-like paintings on the Art room
windows and walls, Miss Nicol and that wonderful 'Tam o' Shanter'. T
have spent hours today just thinking of them all and of my school friends.
T remember how proud we were of our Houses too and how it was

really something to be doing your bit for Tanfield on Sports Day even
if it were only running with a sooon (and egg preferably) or hopping like
mad things in sacks. It all contributed to the attachment that grew on you
for your school.
Little did I think on that school trip to Paris with Mr. Carr, Miss
Thompson, Mr. Scott and Mr. Gee that I would be one day living there
and looking from the other side of the fence every Easter at hordes of
English school children in multi-coloured blazers and scarves walking up
and down. taking up a lot of cheerful room in the metros or laughing
mockingly at our bread or policemen (we do too, you know) or traffic!
I look out for my school each year and think over old times.
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S.G.S. is probably much bigger now (more than one tennis court at
last!) and much more modern and altogether much changed but I hope
it is the same type of school as I knew and will be a long time.
Good luck to it from a grateful past student and Bon Anniversaire
from France!
JEAN CLOISEAU (nee Ross).
Paris, September, 1962.

1951-1958
These years saw great changes within Stanley Grammar School.
Probably more changes occurred within this short period, than within
any similar period since the school was opened.
The greatest changes of all, in both the appearance and the functioning
of the school resulted because of the completion and bringing into use of
the new buildings. By 1951, the construction of the new Assembly Hall.
Biology Laboratory and Gymnasium, which had been held up by the
war, was under way at last. Large masses of scaffolding, bags of cement,
heaps of soil from foundations and all the other familiar equipment
which accumulates on building sites appeared on the playing fields, while
inside the building the air was full of cement dust and the banging of
hammers and crashing of falling bricks competed for attention with the
dulcet sounds issuing from the Music Room, and the remarkable noises
produced by a class of 30 or so trying to master the elusive French
vowel sounds.
Eventually, the building was completed and the new buildings formally
opened. Happily, the new buildings were executed in a style which is
functional and at the same time pleasing in proportion, materials and
massing. They are also well mannered in that they blend with the older
buildings without clashing and making them look archaic and yet at the
same time without attempting to copy or reproduce the older style with
its Tudor fenestration and Dutch Gables. The whole completed group has
a pleasing unity rarely achieved when buildings of such different ages
are thrust together and at the same time gives the impression of being a
gradually growing unit-one which has expanded naturally around its
original core and which could continue to expand indefinitely adapting
itself to cater for the contemporary needs while building all the time
upon comfortably established foundations.
When they were completed, the new buildings consisted of a spacious.
airy Assembly Hall, with a stage and back-stage changing rooms,
excellent for plays and school functions. The Hall was linked by a small
"Crush Hall" to the new Biology Laboratory which is well appointed.
neat, clean and pleasant in which to work. These were attached to the
old buildings by a new corridor. At the opposite end of the old building
was the new Gymnasium, splendidly roomy, equipped with ropes, bars.
ladders and other new apparatus and including new changing rooms
18
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showers and store rooms. Within the old building, the cement dust and
heaps of rubble cleared away to reveal new cloakrooms and washrooms
and a new main entrance. The old hall with its mock Jacobean pillars
and beams, with its dais, commemorative plaques, war memorial and
plaster shields and with its wallbars discreetly painted dark brown and
its vaulting horses pushed out of sight in dark corners, was divided into
three new rooms, one to be used as a central office, and two to be used
as sixth form rooms.
Eventually as the years passed more and more improvements to the
buildings were carried out. New plum-coloured curtains, paid for partly
by the profits of the Dramatic Society's plays were provided for the
Assembly Hall. A new Clock above the main door was presented by Mr.
Carr, the retiring headmaster. Gradually more apparatus made its way
to the Gymnasium and sundry mysteriously mounted pieces of offal
appeared in the Biology Laboratory.
This period also saw considerable changes in the school staff including
a change in headmastership. In 1952 Mr. Carr retired and was presented
with a silver salver as a parting gift. Eventually a picture of Mr. Carr
joined that of Mr. Hardy, the first headmaster, .jn the Crush Hall. Mr.
Carr was succeeded by Dr. Sharp. New teachers came to the school 10
teach Biology which could at last be added to the curriculum, and
German, which reinforced French as a modern Language.
One of the most notable features of the school life during these years
was the expansion of most of the school societies. The hoary old
Geography, Photography, Debating and Music Societies continued to be
extremely active and were reinforced by the introduction of a number
of new societies. A Dancing Club was formed at whose evening meetings
the delicate steps of several of the more elegant ball-room dances were
gracefully assimilated by some and drilled into the heads or rather feet
of others. A branch of the Music Society, known as "The Music Makers"
was formed, a Gym Club met at lunch-times in the new Gymnasium
and the school Chess Club, which had lapsed into non-existence, was
revived. The society which attracted most attention however was the
Dramatic Society which using the new facilities provided in the Assembly
Hall presented several extremely polished productions. Beginning with
"1066 and Aii That", the society gradually became more and more
ambitious and presented in turn "I have Five Daughters", "The Happiest
Days of Your Life" and "Life with Father". Most of the props for the
plays were made iu the school art room. The plays were very well received
and the profits from them were used to help to provide new curtains
and lighting equipment for the new Hall.
Changes in the familiar features of school life during this period
resulted largely because of changes to the buildings. Morning Assemblies
ceased to be held in the old Hall, with the sixth formers tastefully displayed, sprawling against the wall-bars, and confronting the rest of the
school, packed with sardine tin-like efficiency, into the rest of the Hall.
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Instead, after a short break, when they were held nowhere at all, they
were held in the new Hall, with the six formers and teachers tastefully
displayed, sitting bolt upright upon chairs on a platform, and confronting
the rest of the school, distributed with an eye to symmetry, in the body
of the Hall. In the new Hall too, were held occasionally, evening dances,
to which people from neighbouring schools were invited. Some things
did, of course, remain unchanged, but generally, this was a time of
revolution. Several old school customs and institutions underwent change
which provoked a great amount of comment at the time. The mysterious
disappearance of Emma, the venerable and respected school cat, who had
been the subject of innumerable identical witticisms and culinary speculations, was greeted with dark suspicions. but was soon superseded as a
talking point by the installation in the kitchen of one of the great
twentieth century contributions to the art of fire cooking-a fish friercapable of turning out whole shoals of delicate fish steaks, swimming in
oceans of crisp brown batter. These reinforced those old familiar kitchen
delicacies which remained inviolate throughout this period-those
feathery "melt in the mouth" ginger puddings, those nutritious salads
with succulent cold baked beans, and those brilliantly coloured jellies,
which, since they were always served on plates just cool enough to touch,
had the advantage of instant disintegration, in which state they could be
consumed through straws-a healthy way to drink. The annual Autumn
term purge of First Years by veterans of one or two years standing,
showed a tendency to decrease in ferocity during those years, until it
finally disappeared altogether, coinciding with the growth of a belief that
First Years were not made of such stern stuff as they had been two or
three years before. With the passing of the "bad old days" the average
new entrant to the school was left with nothing worse to face than a
general feeling of strangeness aggravated by occasional attacks of
Algebra. Among the well-known features of school life which did not
change during this period can be mentioned the sports on Sports Day,
the speeches on Speech Day, the surface of the tennis court, cunningly
designed so as to add an element of surprise to the game and the regular
biennial rendering at some function-usually Speech Day, of "In Hans'
old mill, three black cats" by the school choir. In short, looking back
over the seven years in review here it would seem perhaps that it is only
the details which have changed after all. School life, against its background of chalk dust, inky finger marks and Van Gogh's must still be
proceeding in 1962, much as it did in 1952, or for that matter, 1942,
1932, 1922 or 1912.
G. M. HARDY.

''

THE WESTERN PROBLEM
Having tried with only moderate success to absorb the Pilkington
Report, I am anxious to know if and where the television Western hero
will fit into the proposed intellectual scheme of things.
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Nightly several million women in this country put up their feet after
having switched on their gun-slinging idiot. Outwardly they are looking
111 to please their kindergarten sons, inwardly they are nursing a considerable prairie passion for little Joe Cartwright. One trusts that
Pilkington is aware of this. For women the television hero has replaced
Denise Robins' novels. He is her ultimate escape; her Fairy Prince
thundering up the canyon to sweep her of! her overworked feet. She will
not notice that he persistently thunders up the same canyon. Her husband
may count the number of times the studio cactus comes round-but she
will suspect nothing.
Obviously then, the Western hero cannot be faded out of the picture,
since, however panoramic and Dimbleby one's outlook, a cowboyless
telly would be too black to contemplate.
It is equally obvious that the hero's social and intellectual standards
cannot be raised. For example, it would be mere madness to force Matt
Dillon to make significant conversation (as opposed to giving basic
comments such as "sure", "heck" and "eyup" at the saloon bar).
Apart from any other consideration, the hero's achillic stature lies in
the very fact that he is limited to monosyllables. These suggest an
immense roving aesthetic appreciation which he is happily never required
to prove, even to remove the haunting suspicion that he may be
dimwitted.
The Western woman cannot take his place, in fact, she has a poor
part to play. The hero rarely even discusses his "maw" for this would
destroy the legend that he sprang from his father's stetson fully armed.
The heroine, in short, has few abilities but to remain laundered throughout
blood, sweat and innumerable gun-fights. At the end of the weekly
episode, when her removal is necessary, she is quietly forgotten or
accidentally shot, the latter being preferable, for this intensifies the hero's
essential searching loneliness and helps to account for the fact that he
never shows his teeth on more than three occasions during an episode.
Nor can the hero be swamped by numerous extras. These are people who
appear and reappear in street scenes-usually out of focus-and their
only hope of getting ,into focus is to walk into the bank as the hero is
walking out.
Perhaps the Western hero's salvation lies in his impeccable sense of
moral values. He retains his status as a man with a mission-a mission
falling into three categories,
(a) protecting kid-brother from corruption of bad men,
(b) trying to convert kid-brother if corrupted,
(c) restraining kid-brother from corrupting anyone else.
This then is the aesthetic problem of the future. Perhaps you will give
it a little thought-or am I barking up the wrong cactus?
JEAN ROWE,

History Student at Leeds University.
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SURVEY 62

As a Past Student do you ever consider how valuable it would have
been to have had more information about your proposed career? Perhaps
with fuller information you would have been encouraged to work harder
for certain qualifications, or would even have chosen a different job.
Has it occurred to you that information based on your own practical
experience would be useful to those pupils who are now preparing to
embark on a career perhaps similar to yours? Information now available,
though adequate in giving such facts as entrance qualifications, study
courses, methods of entry and so on, is necessarily limited in scope where
personal experience of the job from day to day is concerned.
In an attempt to overcome this deficiency it is intended to ask some of
you to help, if you will, by passing on your knowledge to others following.
A method sometimes adopted is to have a past student to speak to a
group of pupils in the school; or, at home, a relation or friend can give ,
first hand information if his or her career happens to coincide with the
pupil's ideas.
Admirable in themselves these methods are not suitable for the
accumulation or wide dissemination of information and tend to be time
wasting.
It is proposed, therefore, to use the method of personally interviewing
Past Students to ask them for their opinions on various aspects of their
experience since leaving school.
It is hoped that a small number of volunteers will act as visitor inter-

viewers during December, calling at the houses of Past Students at a
convenient time. The questions they will be asking will be standardised
and replies will be treated confidentially.
If you are approached under this scheme your co-operation will be

greatly appreciated.
FRED SMAILES,

Secretary of Past Students' Association.
CAREERS

Many former pupils have gone abroad to take up important appointments. John Wilson is now in South America working for the
government of Peru. Gwyneth Livingstone (nee Moyle) has been
in Southern Rhodesia for many years, David York and his wife (Jean
Hetherington) are in Canada, Anne Wilson is teaching in a big school in
the United States of America. Neil Baggett and his wife (Doreen Ash),
Donald Chapman, Richard Chambers, Cecil Snell, June Ross and the
names of many others who are or who have been abroad for considerable
periods come to one's mind.
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Many past pupils now represent our school worthily in the Church,
Medicine, Dentistry, Agriculture, Universities, Engineering, Mining,
Nursing and Teaching while others have chosen administrative posts in
the Civil Service and Local Government.
From time to time we receive reports from one or another of these

past pupils who all continue to think kindly of their old school.
.THE GOVERNORS

It is fitting in this anniversary year to pay tribute to the many men
and women who have served this school so loyally as its governors.

Neither teacher nor scholars see them very often and yet we know that
there exists a group of people to whom some of the problems of the
school can be brought and who will unfailingly strive to find a satisfactory solution. The voluntary work begun in 1912 has been faithfully
continued during fifty years and the original governors would, no doubt.
be just as surprised to see the changes in the building as the changes
in the daily life of the pupils which their interest and the interest of the
governors who have followed in their footsteps have helped to bring
about. The school is, indeed, indebted to them and here publicly expresses
its sincere thanks.
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CONTRIBUTIONS

FROM

PUPILS NOW'

IN SCHOOL
A FEW FACTS ABOUT STANLEY IN 1962 AND BEFORE
Stanley has a population of 46,500 and it covers 12,659 acres.
Originally (about 120-240 A.D.) it was the site of a Roman cattle
camp, to supply camps at Newcastle and South Shields. The camp was
surrounded by a ditch or vallum and a turf wall to protect the cattle.
The soldiers were housed in rough stone huts.
During 1730 A.D. Sir Nicholas Tempest found a hoard of swords,
coins, spears and pottery which are now in the British Museum or the
Blackgate Museum at Newcastle.

~

Stanley has been known under three names, Stanleigh, Stanelaw and
Stanley.

J

The industry at Stanley includes mining and with the mines Stanley
has had its share of disasters. West Stanley colliery disaster on February
16th, 1909, cost 168 lives. There was an explosion in which 22 miners
died at Stanley one day in August, 1947. This occurred at the Louisa
colliery.
The factory of W. Pinkham which occupies a large site off Anthony
Street deals with the manufacture of gloves.
Near Stanley there, is another factory, Ransome and Marles, which
occupies an area of 120 acres and employs more than 1,700 people. This
factory manufactures ball races for cars, planes, household appliances
and all means of transport and machinery. Between 1960-61 £650,000
was spent in the provision of machinery alone. The total spent on a new
extension which has just been completed was £750,000.
From April !st, 1962, and for the following year the rateable value of
Stanley was £357,097 covering 14,649 houses.
N.
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Staff in 1%2
Front Row-Mrs. Pritchard, Miss Eggleston, Miss Williamson, Miss Dixon. Mrs. Hemingway, Miss Gricveson.
Miss Thornton, Dr. Sharp, Mr. Scott, Miss Thompson, Mrs. Baxter, Mrs. Hassall, Miss Halkicr,
Miss Petersen.
2nd Row-Mr. Hall, Mr. Jolly, Mr. Livesey, Mr. Hewitt, Mr. Dolman, Mr. Seed, Mr. Brabban, Mr. Proud.
Mr. Cousins. Mr. Westwater.
3rd Row-Mr. Robertson, Mr. Robson, Mr. Robson. Mr. Yockney, Mr. Davies, Mr. Gee.
(By courtesy of H. Tempest Ltd)

STANLEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL IN 1962

'

Education is as old as nature's maxim of "survival of the fittest". The
earliest education of man was in order to survive and protect himself
from the elements. animals and such hazards. One only has to think of
education and wise old men (for instance Ulysses, whose knowledge and
cunning spelled victory for the Greeks over the Trojans) to realise how
important these qualities can be. Indeed, many great kings of history
have been noted for their wisdom. Solomon, Alexander the Great and
Julius Caesar were all men of great learning. In modern life, knowledge
and experience are most important in providing benefits for the individual
and the world alike. Generally there is no such thing as complete lack of
ability; education is the process of finding the ability of a person and
cultivating it so that he can take his proper place in society.
Education in the years of the Grecian and Roman Empires was usually
specialised, with the great thinkers having a small number of pupils or
disciples to carry on their work after them. In England the great Oxford
and Cambridge Universities were formed at the end of a period in which
there was little interest in organised education. These establishments
were exclusively for the use of noblemen or families of government
officials. The public schools were not formed until almost five centuries
later while grammar schools like our own first came into existence only
at the turn of this century.

;!
.'!

Stanley Grammar School was opened in 1912 and during the half
century since that date thousands of people have passed ·through the
corridors in pursuit of their education. Yet the school has changed very
little during a time which has been full of discovery and progress. For
those who are not acquainted with the lay-out of the school (or for those
who have forgotten!) a brief description follows.
Starting with the main building, we immediately notice the attractive
stone-work of the walls and the fine main doors in the centre looking
over the flower-beds onto part of the playing fields. The main building
possesses, on the ground floor, twelve classrooms (including the
Geography room) the modern Assembly Hall and Biology laboratory
together with a small medical room; on the upper floor are the Physics
and Chemistry laboratories, the Art room and six classrooms in addition
to the two fairly extensive libraries .. Connecting the main building with
the Dining Hall is a small block consisting of the Music room and
Domestic Science room, while across the yard is the Woodwork room.
Adjoining the school to the north is the recently completed Bus Park and
to the south stretch the extensive playing fields. These latter include sites
of a hockey pitch together with two football pitches, two jumping pits
and a cricket square. At one corner is a throwing circle complete with its
protective netting for athletes while at another is situated the tennis court.
There is also a well-equipped Gymnasium.
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In addition to the purely scholastic interests of the school there are.
of course, many societies organised for all pupils who may be interested
in them. On the cultural side there are many fine paintings on display in
the main corridors and classrooms; not only the works of famous artists,
Van Gogh for instance, but also of home-grown budding artists. In
addition there are two murals, one of Durham Cathedral at one end of
the lower corridor; the other; a view of Stanley, as yet not finished, is
situated within the main doors. A !so on the cultural side, one must not
forget the annual concerts performed by members of the school and too,
the entertainments of the Speech Day functions.
Of course, the emphasis at school must be on learning wherever
possible. To this end the hypnotic "telly" or the popular music of a
certain radio station on the continent must be ignored while there is
homework; FIRST THINGS FIRST is the school's motto.
Contrary to many present pupils' views (they will realise later) most
people look on their schooldays as a time of happiness, freedom and
spare time. Perhaps this is only a continuation of the general thought
that "the old days were the good old days". However, even in the time of
Gray, the poet. life as a child at school was loryked upon as carefree and
only later in life would one learn to know hardship, misery and worry in
their true form.
T. HOOPER (Head Boy).
MY FIRST IM·PRESSIONS OF MY NEW SCHOOL

All through the six weeks holiday I was looking forward to starting
Stanley Grammar School. Mv mother had been busv making my uniform.
and from the very beginning, I thought September 6th would never come.
However, when the Thursday morning finally arrived, I left the house
feeling very timid and caught the school bus.
I shall never forget the first impressions I had of Stanley Grammar
School. First of all, I noticed the large playing field surrounding the
school building. On that dull morning, the green grass stood out vividly
against the dull grey of the school. Now, as I think back, the brightly
coloured flowers along the border of the field seemed brighter because
of the bleakness of the morning.
Once inside the school, I was surprised to discover that there were
seats in the cloakroom. All the pupils chattered merrily as they waited
for the ringing of the bell which meant that lessons were about to begin.
Soon we were directed to our classroom, Room 6. We were Form le,
and learnt that our form mistress was Miss Petersen. After the register
had been marked and another bell had rung, we lined up and went into
the Assembly Hall.
The Assembly Hall was a large, airy, oblong-shaped room with many
windows. At one end was a stage from which Doctor Sharp conducted
the morning service. As I glanced upwards I noticed that the pelmets
above the windows had the school badge emblazoned on them.
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Once the morning service was over and we had returned to our classroom the lessons seemed to pass quickly. We had Maths., English, and a
double lesson of Biology. I enjoyed these three lessons very much. The
afternoon's lessons were not so interesting but they were not so bad really.
At first some of the teachers seemed very solemn but after a few hours
they began to smile a little more.
On the whole I think Stanley Grammar School is a good school and
I think I shall have a very happy ,ime there.

MARGARET WILSON (Form le).
1962 FIRST THINGS FIRST
This year our school celebrates its Golden Jubilee. It opened in 1912
as the Tanfield Lea Higher Education Centre. My grandmother was one
of the first pupils, followed by other members of her family. The name
was changed to Alderman Wood Secondary School. In the Silver Jubilee
year, 1937, my mother was a pupil. Later the name was changed to
Stanley Grammar School.
At the end of my first year I am only on the threshold of grammar
school life-still settling down among new faces, in new surroundings.
There are new studies, not to mention the various out of school activities.

Through three terms of lessons. homework and exams, brightened by the
Christmas Party, the school play and Sports' Day, my first year has been
a very happy one.
If all the scholars who have passed through the school in fifty years
were to assemble together at a great reunion what a variety of careers,

occupations and professions would be represented in the crowd! Past
scholars will still recognise the old main building of the school, but
there have been many alterations and additions. The uniform too has
changed in colour and design. The name of the school has also changed
but the pattern of school life is unchanged. To pass for the Grammar
School is an honour and the ambition of most eleven plus scholars in
the area.
With great patience the teachers instruct us in the arts, sciences and
languages. By their rules and example the prefects try to shape us into
well-behaved, responsible scholars. In six years the results of our hard
work and their persuasion and determination will be known.
JOAN SUDDES (2B).
I
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Head Girl and Head Boy and Form Captains 1962
(By courtesy of H. Tempest Ltd.)

SCHOOL PREFECTS IN 1962
As this is the fiftieth edition of the school magazine I should like to
begin by offering my congratulations to the various editors and members
of the staff who, throughout the years, have made this half century
edition possible.
When I thought about the magazine being established in our school
for so many years I decided to write about something equally well
established. Year after year prefects leave school and new prefects are
made, so may I broadcast to the world the prefect's lot.
I must admit that occasionally a prefect's life is one of ease and comfort, reclining in the luxurious warmth of the "clink" on a cushion, whose
cover is badly in need of repair and whose original soft, smooth, feathery
inside has been gradually reduced with the passing of centuries to hard
mountainous regions with a few empty valleys scattered here and there.
However the envious glances of my younger comrades as they are
driven out into the howling wind and freezing snow by some fellow
prefects "on duty" force me to realise the happiness of my lot as, crossing
over a thickly carpeted floor, I join my friends to enter into some
important discussion of world affairs.
However, these leisure hours are all too few and once again it is my
turn to be one of those hateful objects "on duty"; it is my turn to drive
my victims into the raging storm and to accompany them; it is my turn
to be eyed with suspicion!
At the beginning of my first week "on duty" I was feeling quite
healthy and normal and I was amused to find that I was definitely
regarded by some quaking 1ndividuals as a snarling two-headed monster
but when Friday afternoon came I was completely exhausted and much
to my horror, I began to feel a second head growing, together with my
once sweet voice taking on a gruffer tone!
To a prefect's life there is the added complication of morning assembly
on four days of the week. The first time one stands between two
seemingly endless rows of marching black and brown objects, is rather
nerve-racking and one's feet must be firmly planted on the ground as one
begins to feel a slight dizziness after three or four minutes.
I sometimes seem to spend most of my time trying to persuade small,
delicate females how much they would enjoy the fresh, healthy,
invigorating air outside and just when they have decided to surrender
peacefully the bell rings and in they rush again-invigorated!
The day usually ends in a mighty climax-bus park duty. There one
has to combine the varied talents of a scout-to find out which buses
have arrived-of an elephant-to remember the number of the busesof a town crier-to shout out the numbers so as to be audible above the
general noise and confusion, and of an athlete-to move quickly out of
the path of the dark surging throng before being trampled underfoot. Of
course, one must combine all these different talents with the calm, imperturbable serenity of a prefect who has everything under control!
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If I have in any way disheartened any prefect of the future may I
hasten to add that I thoroughly enjoy every minute of my sixth form
life. I think I can speak on behalf of all my fellow sixth formers when
I say that the past year has been the busiest and the most interesting
of our school lives and I for one am looking forward to another year
equally as exciting and as happy as the last.
As I began with meditations on the school magazine, I propose to end
in a similar fashion by hoping that the magazine continues successfully
to voice the opinions of Stanley Grammar School pupils for many half
centuries to come.
JEAN STEPHENSON (Head Girl).
VENICE

Visiting Venice is more than just seeing a very beautiful city, it is an
experience. It captures the imagination, for there is no place in the
world which has its colour, its romance and its traditions.
We left Lido-di-Jeslo, our holiday resort on the Adriatic, after an
early lunch and set off by coach for the island. This is not really as
impossible as it seems, for there is a long bridge connecting Venice to
the mainland and it was only when we reached Venice itself that we
boarded a large boat carrying about a hundred passengers. This was to
take us up the "front street" of Venice, that is, 'II Canal Grande'. Before
I describe this journey I feel I ought to say something about my first
impression of Venice. I thought it looked like an industrial dockyard
town and did not smell much better. Our guide carefully explained
that this was the manufacturing area of the city and would prove to be a
complete contrast to what we would see later. She was perfectly right. We
had seen the active commercial part of Venice; now we were about to
see the real Venice, steeped in history, art and music.
The Grand Canal is the main waterway and hundreds of small canals
branch off from it, tiny river crafts glide lazily up and down and no one
seems to be in a hurry or to work at all. Time has had very little effect on
Venice. The tall houses of the sixteenth century Venetian noblemen still
stand impressively by the water's edge although through the ages they
have sunk a few feet. We paused by L' Accademia di Belle Arti and under
the Rialto Bridge and eventually arrived at the Piazza di San Marco.
It was in this famous square that we were introduced to our new guide,
an American speaking Venetian. We spent what seemed like hours inside
the Doge's Palace inspecting ancient weapons of torture and looking into
big empty state apartments with their richly decorated ceilings and
council rooms with double doors, for the rulers of Venice were very
cautious statesmen. Our guide explained to us that Napoleon I had
'borrowed' many famous works of art and forgotten to return them.
Hence no paintings of real artistic value were left in the ransacked
republic. We went down to the dungeons and across the Bridge of Sighs,
soon coming out into the courtyard again.
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St. Mark's Church forms one side of St. Mark's Square and shines like
some Arabian Palace in gilt and gold. Towering from one corner of the
square is the red brick bell tower, curiously modern among such old
surroundings. All tourists to Venice are expected to visit a glass factory.
Venetians are very proud of their famous Murano glass ware and expect
everyone else to be equally interested in it. The factory was merely a
very impressive show room with a few skilled workers moulding little
glass animals. We beat a hasty retreat and after a few hours wandering
about at our leisure, we ate our packed meal in one of the open air cafes
and queued up to go on a gondola.
It was late evening, the night was perfectly cool and still, the gondoliers
were singing soothingly, the water was lapping gently against the overhanging buildings when suddenly, a patriotic Scot in the gondola in front
of ours burst into 'The bonnie, bonnie banks of Loch Lomond'. Whether
he was genuinely homesick or slightly abashed at the powerful tenor voice
of our gondolier, I shall never know, but it seemed at that time one of the
strangest things that could possibly have happened.
The Grand Canal looked very different when we entered it for a
second time. Everything was flood-lit and one could hear distinctly the
gondoliers calling to each other across the water, for there are no traffic
signals in Venice. We returned for a final look at St. Mark's Square in the
moonlight and were amazed to see hundreds of people standing quite
still and listening to the music of a full orchestra playing in the centre of
the square. It seemed signficant that love of art and music could draw
so many nationalities together in a moment and yet so many other things
could divide them for ever.
We returned to our hotel in the early morning, very tired, but satisfied
that we had done more than just visit a city. We had caught a glimpse
into another world, into the very heart of another nation.
SHEILA PHELAN (Upper 6th).
HOLIDAY IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
This summer I was fortunate enough . to take. part in the BritishCzechoslovakian exchange holiday, which was held between parties of
children from Glamorgan, Northumberland, and Durham, the Czech
'Pioneers' (the equivalent of our Girl Guide aud Scout Organisations)
and a party of Dutch children.

Not the least exciting part of the holiday was the journey there which,
apart from the train journey to London, was by air. We boarded the
plane, which was a Russian T.U.104 at London Airport, and as it was
the first journey for most of us, naturally we were very excited, but a
little apprehensive as to how we would feel. After the plane had taken
off we began to settle down and enjoy the panorama which was visible
until shortly after we had crossed the Straits of Dover and had arrived
over Belgium, where the plane climbed above the clouds which obscured
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the view. The meal on the plane was our first taste of Czech food, and
it came as quite a surprise to us. Salami and gherkins were the main
ingredients of the meal, with soda water to follow. The flight seemed to
pass quickly, and in less than two hours we had arrived at Prague
Airport.
I must say that our first impressions of Prague were dampened by the
rain which had begun to fall as we arrived. We thought that we had left
the bad weather behind. However we cheered up a great deal when we
were told that it seldom rains there in the summer.
After staying overnight, we were taken to see the Town Hall and the
University, but as we had to catch another plane at 11 a.m. there was
not a great deal of time. The city of Pragne is quite large but compared
with London there were very few people around. Most of the people live
in flats which were to be seen nearly everywhere we went. The Czech
women do not dress very fashionably, and their shoes are very oldfashioned compared with ours, therefore our shoes caused quite a
sensation among them.

At 11 a.m. once more we boarded a plane-this time to fly to Sliac
which is 1n Slovakia. Unfortunately this plane was not a jet, therefore
the flight was not as comfortable, and was much slower than the previous
one. These upsets were soon eliminated by the wonderful scenery below,
which was seen from the plane. Shortly after our arrival at Sliac we were
taken to the camp at Sitna which was to be our home for a month.
The hostel was situated in one of the most beautiful parts of
Czechoslovakia-at the foot of the Tatra Mountains which are a section
of the Carpathians. There were facilities for nearly all sports as there
was a large playing field in the grounds of the camp, and also a huge lake
nearby. The day started early at the camp, with P.T. for volunteers at
7 a.m., colours at 7-50 a.m. and breakfast at 8 a.m. Usually at 10 a.m. it
was very hot indeed, and this heat continued through the day until about
7-30 p.m. By 8 p.m. it was dark and quite cool, because there, there is
no twilight. Most of the time at the camp was spent in hobby circles,
which included art, dancing, botany and. sport which I chose. In the
afternoons we would often sunbathe or swim and boat in the lake.
Included in our holiday were many hikes and walks which did not
appeal to all of us. One hot morning we set off to climb a local mountain,
and when we arrived back we were literally half dead, and I was saying
to myself 'Surely Everest can't be much worse'. Often it was too hot and
we found ourselves longing for the English climate.
Excursions to local towns and to the Tatra Mounta,ins were also part
of our holiday. One enjoyable weekend was spent in the town of Svit,
which is in the Tatras, and to cross the mountains, we were taken in a
cable chair. I found this journey most enjoyable.
Each day at Sitna was filled with new and interesting things to do, and
when the time of departnre came most of us were quite sad.
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As we had not seen much of Prague, the last few days were spent there.
The train journey from Sitna to Prague was very tiring indeed, but it
enabled us to see the surrounding countyside. It took over 11 hours, and
to make matters worse, my friend and I found ourselves in a carriage
with seven talkative Czech children who were however very friendly.
The last few days were very memorable indeed. Staying with us in
Prague were boys and girls from East Germany, Russia, France, Holland,
Belgium and more children from England. Among the places we visited
were Charles's Bridge (built in memory of Charles I), Wenceslas Square,
Prague Castle, the home of John Hus the Czech reformer, and the Sports
Stadium where the world ice skating championships were held last year.
The last night of the holiday was spent cruising down the River Vitiva,
which proved to be a suitable conclusion for our wonderful holiday.
The following morning we took the plane to England, but we were
very sad to leave the friends that we had made. Our last taste of Czech
food on the plane was again salami and gherkins, but by then we had
become quite used to them. On arriving in London the weather seemed
to be very cofd, but we were told that it was the finest day this summer
in England.
Although most of the things concerning my holiday were very memorable, the thing which stands out most vividly in my mind is the
friendliness of the Czechs, which helped to make my holiday a very
enjoyable one.
MARGARET STEPHENSON (4A).

MY HOBBY-COOKING

•

I am very fond of cooking, and I really don't know why. I am no Mrs.
Beaton, and I am sure that if that illustrious lady were alive, she would
faint at the sight of some of the weird and wonderful dishes I produce.
However, like Bruce's spider I never give up; time after time I put on my
apron, and am transported into a dream-world of delicious and exotic
food.
Only the food I make in actual fact is rarely delicious and never
exotic. In fact, I could think of several adjectives which would be much
more appropriate, and on this point my family are wholeheartedly in
agreement with me. Each time I hopefully put some new dish before
them, they take a cautious look, turn slightly green, and hunt out huge
supplies of indigestion tablets. After they have tasted (for they too live in
hope that one day I shall produce something they can actually eat and
enjoy) they shake their heads sadly and ask, 'Why on earth do you
bother?'
Why do I bother? I don't know. Perhaps it's because I like making a
mess, and my kind of cookery is just one big, glorious mess, believe me.
Even the simplest dishes leave behind them a trail of flour, egg-white,
milk and icing-sugar, on the table, the floor and me. This is extremely
inefficient and all the best cookery books warn their earnest readers
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against it, but I enjoy it. I think it must be the mud-pie instinct which is
in all of us, stemming from the days when, very small and black, bUJ
nevertheless. angelic, we wallowed like the far-famed hippopotamus, in
glorious mud.
Another reason why I enjoy cooking is that there is so much scope.
Looking at all the various ingredients spread on one's table makes one
feel, to quote a very overworked saying, that 'the sky's the limit'. After
all, even if one fails miserably while trying to make chicken curry or
liver souffle, one can always prepare a cauliflower cheese and call it
'choufleur au gratin'. This makes it sound very complicated when one
boasts about it, especially if one can find someone who cannot speak
French.
The one aspect of cookery I really hate is clearing up. Grey and
heavy pastry, rubbery swiss roll, inedible, greasy stews, rock-buns so
hard that you really must, to quote that famous and ancient joke 'Take
your pick', all these I can endure; after all, anything which is quite
unpresentable I always give to the cat next door, which has a truly
marvellous digestion. Even its cast-iron stomach, I am afraid, cannot
dispose of piles of dirty dishes, so, until someone invents a way for
dishes to wash themselves, one must resort to old-fashioned methods of
evading the issue. One can either creep out when no-one is looking,
pretend to feel faint or have a lot of homework, or find somebody who
likes washing-up (yes, this is actually possible!).
I suppose that someday I shall tire of cookery, or perhaps my family
will stage a rebellion, or I shall finally poison the cat next door. Then I
shall give up my hobby; but, in the meantime anyone like a very unsconelike scone?
ANN STOREY (5B).

THE SCHOOL YEAR
During the past year there have been the usual activities. Speech Day
was held in the Summer Term and Sports Day was early in May. The
many societies have held regular meetings and visits have been arranged
to theatres, lectures and concerts. The School Dramatic Society presented
'The Admirable Crichton' early in February. This excellent production
must have given as much pleasure to the producer and the actors as it
did to the audiences who came to see it.
A report has been received from Pat Pounder for the Debating Society,
and Marian Foster gave an account of the musical events of the year.
House reports have also been received from:
Joan Slater and K. Hewitson for Dunelm.
Louvain Phillips and D. Atkinson for Neville.
Patricia Pounder and Allan Baggett for Tanfield.
Wendy Urwin and Derek Barron for Watling.
Sheila Phelan reported on School Hockey.
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Owing to lack of space in this edition of the magazine it has not
been possible to print them, nor any ctetailed account of other activities.

GEOGRAPHY SOCIETY
The general meeting presided over by our President Dr. Sharp, and
well attended, opened the year. On November 6th, an illustrated talk on
Mexico was given by Dr. Hernandez, a Mexican doctor from Shotley
Bridge ·Hospital. Towards the end of term a most interesting film show
was held after school. There were three films "Pan-Teletron", "The
Magic Window", and "Hydro-Electric Project in Turkey". The Easter
term began with an illustrated talk given by an elderly lady from Darlington, Mrs. Mounsey, who showed the members many coloured slides of
excellent quality which she had taken during her visit to Norway.
Another film show was held on February 19th when two films entitled
"The Story of Coryton" and "The Enchanted Isle" were shown. Members heard an interesting lecture on March 12th, "Two Years in the
Holy Land", which was given by Mr. C. L. Lister from Durham
Education Department. The year ended with a third enjoyable film
show when the two films "Glass" and "Packaged Power" were shown.
Our thanks are due to all who have in any way helped to carry on the
work of the society.
LOUVAIN PHILLIPS (Upper 6th).

ART CLUB
The Art Club has now been functioning for almost three years and at
the end of last term had almost thirty members. However, it never failed
to be a source of amazement to the regular attenders, whose numbers
could be counted on slightly less than the fingers of both hands, that
enthusiasm was always at its greatest when there was an outing to the
Laing Art Gallery.
This term we seem to have quite a number of new members whose
enthusiasm is great so far. They are very welcome and we hope they will
derive as much satisfaction from the Club's activities as we regular
attenders have. The range of the Club's activities is almost unlimited and
one does not have to be a Domenico Theotocopuli to join; anyone from
the third year up is welcome to join. There are so many third years that
they have to have a separate Club which takes place during the second
sitting of dinner, once a week.
It is hoped there will be more outings to the Laing Art Gallery this
year if there are any suitable exhibitions to be seen.
This year the customary Friday evening is changed to Thursday, but
the time remains unchanged, that is twenty to four nntil about twenty
past five.
The subscription also remains unchanged at sixpence a term. We hope
this amount will not inculcate dread and fear (and poverty) into prospective members.
JUDITH JEFFERSON (Upper 6th).
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" Say it with

Day Telephone : Stanley 416

Flowers"-

Night Telephone : Rowlands Gill 653

Anyti1ne-Anywhere

Carlyon's

(Stanley)

Ltd.

Florists of Distinction
Market Hall and Victoria Buildings

STANLEY
Also at 230 Park Road, South Moor

Only Coefectionery and
Cake Decoration
with the . . .

of quality are supplied by

DALL~s
of

MAB.KET HALL, STALllLEF

All yo11r Handicraft needs
can be supplied by

A.B.C. HANDICRAFTS
(Prop. A. H. Robson)

5 Station Road

STANLEY
Co.
HARDBOARD

:

DURHAM

FORMICA

HARDWARE

PELMETS

VENETIAN BLIND KITS

MODELS

DUNN'S LTD.
6 and 8, Station Road, Stanley

*

The Leading Shop for

RADIO

·

TELEVISION

Tape Recorders
Terms Arranged

•

*

Phone Stanley

Cycles
Rent or Buy

112

,

BOOKS, MAGAZINES and
PERIODICALS }or all tastes
and all ages

R. K. SHIELD
•
We also have a FINE
SELECTION OF
TOYS. ll"qy not pqy
11s a visit ?

•
9 Station Rd., Stanley
TELEPHONE

121

Well done!
with good equipment
Whatever career you choose, we can supply all
the necessary . .

e
e
e
e

TEXT BOOKS
TECHNICAL DRAW'ING INSTRUMENTS
SCHOLASTIC STATIONERY
ARTISTS' MATERIALS

42 & 44 GRAINGER STREET, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 1

Telephone 27012

Your
Golden Opportunity
•
i,

SHOPPING
at

SHIMELD'S

,

f;u,.t, o/~"":eqc

m.~pu-,'r,,w-e
pt,9QU,t-tn<7

new coal
industry

Much of coal extraction is now
mechanised-on the technical
side you can be accepted for
practical training and further
education under the many apprenticeship schemes available.
Boys and girls interested in the
non-technical side enter at clerical level with opportunities for
studying for professional quali-

Coal is Britain's biggest industry-and the
North East's most important. And the new fications.
age of automation offers a challenging and • CAREERS
satisfying career to young people with• AVAILABLE
ambition-and ability to match.
•
A career in the new coal industry means an • Accountancy
assured future in a basic industry-an
Administration
industry vital to Britain's economy. It• Building
means interesting, stimulating work in • Coal Preparation
your choice of many different, rewarding • Coal Carbonisation
branches. It means quite exceptional • Draughtsmanship
training facilities-really good promotion e Electrical Engineering
prospects-anda generous pension scheme. • Estates Management
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Fuel Technology
All types of engineering and most • Marketing and Transport
professions are open to you in the • Mechanical Engineering
Coal Board. Ask about the IOO • . Mining
Engineering
Personnel Management
N.C.B. University scholarships • Physics and Chemistry
available every year.
• Purchasing
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - e Surveying

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

e
e
e
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•
•
•
•
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Enquiries to: DIVISIONAL CHIEF STAFF OFFICER,

NATIONAL COAL BOARD
(Durham Division), Team Valley Trading Estate, Gateshead, 11

